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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR PROCESSING AND PROVIDING

TERRESTRIAL AND/OR SPACE-BASED EARTH OBSERVATION VIDEO

TECHNICAL FIELD

The following relates generally to systems and methods for processing

and providing video, and, in particular, systems and methods for processing and

providing terrestrial and/or space-based Earth Observation video.

BACKGROUND

Video data is becoming more prevalent as camera technology evolves.

Video data may include aerial videos taken from above, Earth or planetary observation

videos taken from a vehicle in space, security or traffic videos taken from mounted

cameras, personal videos taken by users, or even videos created using computer

graphics. Commercial movies may also be considered videos.

Users wish to obtain and watch videos. The controls associated with

watching a video typically include controls for playing and stopping the video,

changing the pixel image quality of the video, and increasing or decreasing the screen

size to be "full screen" or to fit within a certain sized video player window.

A user may watch the video and then, if the user likes the video, may

download the video.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Embodiments will now be described by way of example only with

reference to the appended drawings wherein:

In the drawings, identical reference numbers identify similar elements or

acts. The sizes and relative positions of elements in the drawings are not necessarily

drawn to scale. For example, the shapes of various elements and angles are not

necessarily drawn to scale, and some of these elements are arbitrarily enlarged and

positioned to improve drawing legibility. Further, the particular shapes of the elements

as drawn are not necessarily intended to convey any information regarding the actual



shape of the particular elements, and have been solely selected for ease of recognition

in the drawings.

FIG. 1 is a schematic illustration of spacecraft and aircraft collecting

observation data of the Earth;

FIG. 2 is an example schematic illustration of a security camera

collecting observation data of people;

FIG. 3 is an example schematic illustration of a traffic camera collecting

observation data of an intersection;

FIG. 4 is an example block diagram illustrating the connectivity between

components within the video recording system;

FIG. 5 is an example screen shot of a video captured by a video

recording device along with at least a portion of a user interface having a time marker at

a first setting;

FIG. 6 is an example screen shot of a first crop area of a video captured

by a video recording device along with at least a portion of a user interface having a

time marker at a second setting;

FIG. 7 is an example screen shot of a first and second crop area of a

video captured by a video recording device along with at least a portion of a user

interface having a time marker at a third setting;

FIG. 8 is an example screen shot of the isolation of the first crop area;

FIG. 9 is an example screen shot of the isolation of the second crop area;

FIG. 10 is a flow diagram illustrating an example method performable

by at least one processor that executes computer executable or processor implemented

instructions for selecting and customizing crop areas;

FIG. 11 is an example screen shot of a main window that includes user

interface elements to select different available products;

FIG. 12 is an example screen shot of the main window where an

available product is selected;

FIG. 13 is an example screen shot of a video of a selected product along

with at least a portion of a user interface having a zoom control;



FIG. 14 is an example screen shot of a video of a selected product where

a crop area is selected;

FIG. 15 is an example screen shot of a video of a selected product where

multiple cropped videos are loading or have already loaded;

FIG. 16 is an example screen shot of the main window where the

cropped videos are included as new products;

FIG. 17 is an example screen shot of the main window where the

processing of the cropped videos has completed;

FIG. 18 is an example screen shot of a download window with a popup

dialog box from which multiple file sizes and resolutions can be downloaded;

FIG. 19 is a flow diagram illustrating an example method performable

by at least one processor that executes computer executable or processor implemented

instructions for selecting, and processing cropped videos;

FIG. 20 is a flow diagram illustrating an example method performable

by at least one processor that executes computer executable or processor implemented

instructions for downloading cropped videos; and

FIG. 2 1 is a schematic diagram of example components used to process

video data and further showing the interaction between the components.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

It will be appreciated that for simplicity and clarity of illustration, where

considered appropriate, reference numerals may be repeated among the figures to

indicate corresponding or analogous elements. In addition, numerous specific details

are set forth in order to provide a thorough understanding of the example embodiments

described herein. However, it will be understood by those of ordinary skill in the art

that the example embodiments described herein may be practiced without these specific

details. In other instances, well-known methods, procedures and components have not

been described in detail so as not to obscure the example embodiments described

herein. Also, the description is not to be considered as limiting the scope of the

example embodiments described herein.



Unless the context requires otherwise, throughout the specification and

claims which follow, the word "comprise" and variations thereof, such as, "comprises"

and "comprising" are to be construed in an open, inclusive sense, that is as "including,

but not limited to."

Reference throughout this specification to "one embodiment" or "an

embodiment" means that a particular feature, structure or characteristic described in

connection with the embodiment is included in at least one embodiment. Thus, the

appearances of the phrases "in one embodiment" or "in an embodiment" in various

places throughout this specification are not necessarily all referring to the same

embodiment. Furthermore, the particular features, structures, or characteristics may be

combined in any suitable manner in one or more embodiments.

As used in this specification and the appended claims, the singular forms

"a," "an," and "the" include plural referents unless the content clearly dictates

otherwise. It should also be noted that the term "or" is generally employed in its

broadest sense, that is as meaning "and/or" unless the content clearly dictates otherwise.

The Abstract of the Disclosure provided herein is for convenience only

and does not interpret the scope or meaning of the embodiments.

The amount of video data is growing. More locations and areas are

being video recorded and from different angles. The length of video recordings grows

longer. More people are creating new videos using cameras, video editing technology,

computer graphics technology, or combinations thereof.

End users may only find certain portions of the available video data to be

relevant or interesting and may wish to separate the interesting portions from the non-

interesting portions. The portions may be based on a certain position or area, or both,

within a video. There are a lack of tools or lack of convenient tools for an end user to

isolate an interesting portion of a video and to generate a new video based on the

isolated portion of the video.

When an end user finds multiple different portions within the same video

to be of interest, there is a lack of tools or lack of convenient tools for an end user to

isolate these portions and generate multiple videos from these isolated portions. It is



also recognized that keeping track of the different portions of interest within the same

video is difficult. For example, an end user may accidentally generate isolated videos

of the same portion or that are substantially overlapping of the same portion. This may

create extra data, incur excess video processing load, and may incur unneeded costs if

costs are associated with the generating of each isolated video.

Before downloading a video, an end user may like to preview the video

of interest. Previewing an isolated video in isolation may not be helpful to the end user

and providing meaningful context for the isolated video may be difficult.

These difficulties are also magnified when attempting to view video

covering large areas, such as Earth Observation videos or security videos, etc. When

viewing video covering a large area of land, and when focusing in on a specific area or

portion, it may be difficult to identify the specific area or portion without context. The

process of isolating or cropping portions to generate new cropped video would also be

more difficult for an end user. Consider, for example, video imagery of a city, a desert,

a body of water, a mountain range and a forest. Such landscapes may be overly

crowded with detail or the imaged detail may appear to be uniform throughout the

video's field of view and, as such, identifying a smaller portion of the landscape in

isolation would be made more difficult.

When an end user has ordered, purchased or requested video data, it is

difficult to keep track of the ordered video data when there are many video data orders.

Typically, video data ordering systems do not provide tools to view the status of video

orders, to view the context of the video orders (e.g. location), and to view the context

and status of derivative video imagery based on original video orders. The lack of one

or more of these tools makes it difficult for an end user to manage their video data.

The systems and methods described herein allow a portion of an area of

a video to be isolated, also called "cropped", to create an isolated or cropped video.

The cropped video is shown in context of the original video from which it was derived.

The systems and methods described herein also facilitate previewing cropped video

data.



The systems and methods described herein also provide a user interface,

also called a portal, that provides user actuatable controls to download video data,

displays the status of video data orders, and displays information that shows the context

of the video data (e.g. geographical and date information). The portal also shows

derivative video data, such as cropped video, in context of the original video.

The following are example meanings of some of the terms used in this

document.

An Order' refers to a request for a set of products/services on which the

systems described herein will act. An order may be, for example, for video data.

Video data comprises imaging data, the imaging data comprising a

plurality of temporally sequential frames of images that were captured at one or more

frequencies in the electromagnetic spectrum (for example, in the visible, near infra-red,

infra-red, radar, and microwave portions of the electromagnetic spectrum).

Original video data' refers to video data that is available to be viewed or

downloaded, or both, by an end user's device, also called a client device or end user

device. The original video data includes a series of frames, and each frame an array of

pixels that define an area of the original video data. The original video data may

specify a temporal sequential order for the frames, which correspond to a sequence of

times when, or order in which, each frame was captured.

A 'cropped video' or 'cropped video data' refers to video data that has

been derived from the original video data. In particular, a smaller area within the area

of the original video data is defined and used to create the cropped video data. The

smaller area includes an array of pixels that is a subset of the array of pixels in the

original video data. The video frame size refers to the dimensions (expressed in pixels)

of a frame in the video data. The cropped video covers a smaller area compared to the

area covered by the original video data, and so the video frame size of the cropped

video data is typically smaller than the video frame size of the original video data. The

image information may not necessarily be stored as an array in a memory, but is

presentable as an array (e.g., two-dimensional) of pixels. The cropped video may

include the same number of frames as the original video data, or may include a different



number of frames compared to the original video data. The cropped video may be at

the same frame rate as the original video, or may be at a different frame rate. In some

embodiments, a frame rate converter converts a video at the original frame rate into a

video at a different frame rate. Example frame rates include, but are not limited to,

NTSC/PAL/HD variants at 24/25/30/50/60 frames per second.

Turning to FIG. 1, example embodiments of various spacecraft 100a,

100b and an aircraft 101 are shown orbiting or flying over the Earth 102. The

International Space Station 100a is an example of a spacecraft and it is able to use an

imaging system to capture a field of view 103 of the Earth 102. Another spacecraft is a

satellite 100b which can use an imaging system to capture a field of view 104 of the

Earth 102. It can be appreciated that other types of spacecraft, including rockets,

shuttles, satellites, microsatellites, nanosatellites, cubesats, and capsules, and generally

spacecraft are herein generally referenced by the numeral 100. Aircraft 101, including

airplanes, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), helicopters, gliders, balloons, blimps, etc.,

can also be equipped with an imaging system to capture a field of view 105 of the Earth

102. It can also be appreciated that marine vehicles (e.g. boats, underwater vehicles,

manned vehicles, unmanned vehicles, underwater or above-water drones, etc.) can also

be equipped with sensing technology and this sensor data can be obtained, managed and

processed using the principles described herein.

Although Earth is used as an example in this document, the principles

described herein also apply to remote sensing operations for other planetary objects.

Non-limiting examples include asteroids, meteors, Mars, the Moon, the Sun, etc.

It can be appreciated that spacecraft 100 and aircraft 101 orbit or fly at a

distance above the Earth's surface to capture larger area of the Earth's surface. It can

also be appreciated that the principles described herein are described with respect to

spacecraft, but the principles also apply to aircraft.

In an example embodiment, the spacecraft 100, such as the International

Space Station 100a, is equipped with several cameras (not shown). The cameras are

pointed towards the Earth's surface to capture images of the Earth's surface. In an

example, one camera is a Medium Resolution Camera (MRC) that has a larger field of



view and another camera is a High Resolution Camera (HRC) that has a smaller field of

view relative to the MRC. The spacecraft 100 may also be equipped with another

camera that points towards the horizon of the Earth. The spacecraft 100 may include an

additional camera that point towards space, away from the Earth, which can capture

video images of space.

Each video frame can have a series of spectral bands that can be

leveraged to provide video that is rich in spectral and spatial content about an area of

interest. For example, in the case of the HRC, the video data can include

Red/Green/Blue (RGB) and Near Infra-Red (NIR) data, and a False color NIR video

can be processed and provided for the area of interest.

It will be appreciated that although the principles described herein apply

to aircraft 101 and spacecraft 100, it is recognized that a spacecraft 100 is able to orbit

the Earth. In other words, a spacecraft 100 is able to cover large areas of the Earth

more efficiently than an aircraft 101.

It will also be appreciated that although cameras and imaging systems

are often described herein to observe the Earth, other types of sensors can be used to

observe the Earth. Many of the principles described herein also apply to different types

of sensors. Non-limiting examples of other types of sensors that can be used to observe

the Earth include LiDAR, RADAR, infrared sensors, and Synthetic Aperture RADAR

(SAR). Other types of remote sensing technology may also be applicable. In other

words, video data may be, or may include, other types of data, not limited to imaging of

the visible light spectrum.

The techniques and systems described herein apply to video data from

ground-based camera and imaging systems. Turning to FIG. 2, a security camera 200 is

mounted on a wall, ceiling, car, blimp or lighter-than-airship, post, or other object. The

security camera has field of view 201 that captures images, such as video data, of

people 202. Similarly, turning to FIG. 3, a traffic camera 300 is mounted or positioned

so that its field of view 301 captures video data or images of one or more roads 302.

Other types of camera and imaging systems may be applicable to the principles

described herein.



In a preferred example embodiment, the video data are images of

locations. Locations may be, for example, of landscape, a cityscape, and an indoor

place. However, the video data may be or also include other types of images, such as

computer generated or enhanced images and graphics.

Turning to FIG. 4, an example system 400 is shown for disseminating

video data. Example components in the system include one or more video servers 401

communicatively coupled or coupleable to one or more client devices 403, for example

via a data network 405. Optionally, one or more camera devices or camera systems 402

and one or more third party video providers 404 are part of the system and are

communicatively coupled or coupleable with other components in the system,

including, but not limited to, the one or more video servers 401. It will be appreciated

that there may be multiple instances of such system components, although this

document may herein refer to such system components in the singular.

A video server 401 includes one or more nontransitory computer-

readable media that stores video databases (nontransitory computer-readable media and

video database(s) collectively 406) for storing video data. The video server also

includes one or more processors 407, and one or more processor-readable media (e.g.,

memory, ROM, RAM, Flash) 426 that stores at least one of processor-executable

instructions and/or data. The at least one processor is communicatively coupled or

coupleable to the nontransitory computer-readable media that stores video databases

406 as well as communicatively coupled or coupleable to one or more processor-

readable media that stores at least one of processor-executable instructions and/or data.

The at least one processor executes the processor-executable instructions and/or data

which cause the at least one processor to disseminate video, as described here. The

video server 401 may also include a communication device 408 that provides

communications between the video server and the data network 405. The video server

401 may also include or implement a video dissemination module 409, for example

implemented via execution of stored processor-executable instructions and/or data by

one or more processors. The video dissemination module 409 provides user interface

tools and displays to interact with video data stored as part of the database 406. The



user interface tools, for example, include downloading controls, video preview controls,

zoom controls, search controls, video data navigation controls, and video cropping

controls.

The display data provided by the video dissemination module 409

includes location information associated with video data, video data orders for a given

end user or party, the date the video data was created or captured, the processing status

of the video data and available actions of the video data. The display data may also

include a map showing the locations of the video data and associated notifications. For

example, the notifications may be specific for an end user and an indicator may show

the number of unread notifications about new imagery of video captured, processed, or

ordered, or any combination thereof, for that end user. The video dissemination module

409 also processes video data and generates derivatives of video data, including

cropped videos.

A client device 403 executes a web browser or Internet browser 417, or a

video application 418, or both, to gain access or interact with the system 400. The

browser 417 is used to display a website provided by the video server 401.

Alternatively, or in addition, a video application 418 on the client device 403 includes

executable code for displaying user interface controls and processing inputs and data.

The video application 418 interacts with the video server 401. The client device 403

also includes, or is communication with, a display screen 419 and one or more user

input devices 420. Non-limiting examples of user input devices include a mouse,

keyboard, keypad, track pad, trackball, joystick, touch interface, wand, motion tracking

apparatus, head tracker, eye tracker, etc. The client device also includes memory 422,

one or more nontransitory computer-readable media that stores one or more video

databases 423, and a communication device 424 communicatively coupled or

coupleable with the data network 405. Non-limiting example embodiments of a client

device include a personal computer, a desktop computer, a laptop computer, a mobile

processor-based device such as a smartphone, a tablet computer, an e-reader, a personal

digital assistant, and a netbook computer.



The client device 403 is able to view orders for video data, download

video data from the video server, and to send instructions to the video server 401 to

generate cropped videos. Downloaded video data can be provided in a suitable video

format. For example, for cropped video, HD/4KUHD format can be used, and the

cropped video data can be encoded as specified by the end user or end user device or in

a like manner to the original video.

A camera device or system 402 includes an imaging device 415, a

processor 413, memory 414 and a communication device 416 communicatively coupled

or coupleable with the data network 405. A non-limiting example embodiment of an

imaging device includes an image sensor that operates in any one or more of a variety

of portions or ranges of the electromagnetic spectrum. The camera device or system

may be mounted on a spacecraft, an aircraft, a vehicle, a movable mount, or a stationary

mount. The camera device or system captures video data and sends the video data to

the video server 401 or to the third party video provider server 404, or both.

A third party video provider 404 is a computing system or server that

includes one or more video databases 410, a processor 4 11 and a communication device

412 that is communicatively coupled or coupleable with the data network 405. The

third party video provider 404 is configured to provide video data from the video

database 410 to the video server 401.

In an example embodiment, a client device 403 is in communication

with the video server 401 to obtain cropped video data. The video server 401 sends

original video data or information about original video data to the client device 403. In

return, the client device 403 sends commands and parameters, for example, based on

user input, to generate a cropped video. In response, the video server 401 then

generates the cropped video and then sends the cropped video or information about the

cropped video to the client device 403.

As described above in reference to FIG. 4, a video dissemination service

can be provided via example system 400. Example components in system 400 include

one or more video servers 401 communicatively coupled or coupleable to one or more

client devices 403, for example via data network 405. In another example embodiment,



video dissemination module 409 can be provided to a client (or user) as a standalone

tool. Original video data can, for example, be provided to the client by one or more

video servers 401 via data network 405 or other suitable communication channel. The

client or end user can operate video dissemination module 409 independently of video

servers 401 to process video data and generate derivatives of video data, including

cropped videos, without, in this example embodiment, having the derivatives

disseminated via the data network. This approach can be beneficial to a client having

security requirements, for example, and not wishing to communicate derivative videos

via the data network or outside a firewall.

FIG. 5 through FIG. 9 show example screen shots provided or presented

when generating and presenting a cropped video.

FIG. 5 shows a video display 501 on a client device 403 (FIG. 4) of

original video data, or video imagery, 506 provided by a video server 401 (FIG. 4). The

original video imagery is an aerial view of roads, buildings, a shoreline with piers, and a

boat, although could take any of a wide variety of other forms. The video display 501

includes a user selectable control graphical element or icon 502 to play the video, or to

stop or to pause the video. A timeline graphical element 503 shows the length of video

and a time marker 504a shows the current time of the video being displayed. As the

video plays, the time marker 504a moves along the timeline graphical element 503

(e.g., left to right in the reference frame of FIG. 5). The time marker is generally

referenced by numeral 504, but the suffixes 'a', 'b', etc. are used to indicate different

time values for the time marker. The video display also includes a user selectable zoom

control graphical element or icon 505, which the user can select and drag or otherwise

interact with to zoom-in and zoom-out of the video.

In an example embodiment, the original video data 506 of FIG. 5 is

displayed in a relatively zoomed-out mode, although the original video data can be

shown in a relatively zoomed-in mode by adjusting or interacting with the user

selectable zoom control graphical element or icon 505.

Continuing from FIG. 5 to FIG. 6, a user provides one or more user

inputs (e.g., action 605) using a user input device of the client device 403 (FIG. 4) to



identify a portion 602 of the area of the original video data 506. The selected portion

602 is visually marked, for example by display of an outline. The system 400 (FIG. 4)

uses the selected portion 601 to generate a cropped video, which is indicated with a tag

604 (e.g. "CROP A"). The remaining area 601 of the original video data, which is

ancillary to the selected portion 602, may be identified, for instance visually obscured.

For example, the remaining area 601 is visually obscured by applying a translucent

grayed-out masking, or by applying shading, or by applying patterning. The area 603

within the selected portion 602 is not visually obscured, and maintains the clarity of the

original video. In this way, the video display makes it clear to the end user what

constitutes the content of the cropped video, based on the visually unobscured portion,

in the context of the original video data, the remaining portion of which is visually

obscured. In an alternative, or in combination, the outline of the selected cropped

portion shown within the original video data also makes clear to the user what

constitutes the content of the cropped video in the context of the original video data.

The outline of the selected cropped portion is known as the crop

window. Example crop window 602 of FIG. 6 is illustrated as a rectangle with its sides

parallel to the sides of the video display. Crop window 602 can be oriented at an angle

relative to the sides of the video display. In other words, the axes of the cropped video

can be rotated in the plane of the video display relative to the axes of the video display.

Typically, the video format, selected by the end user for the cropped

video, defines the shape of crop window 602. In other examples, crop window 602 can

comprise any suitable regular or irregular shape oriented at a suitable angle.

A user can select the portion 601 for the cropped video while the video is

playing, or while the video is paused. It is noted that the time marker 504b is at a

different position along the timeline than as was illustrated in FIG. 5 .

Continuing from FIG. 6 to FIG. 7, another instance of the video display

501 is shown. A second selected portion 704 of the area of the original video data 506

has been identified, for example, based on user input provided through the client device

403 (FIG. 4) (e.g. action 706). The system 400 (FIG. 4) uses the second selected

portion 704 to generate a second cropped video derived from the original video data.



The system 400 (FIG. 4) generates a tag 703 (e.g. "CROP B") and causes the tag 703 to

be displayed to identify the second selected portion 704. The area 705 within the

second selected portion maintains the clarity of the original video data.

The remaining area of the original video data 701, including the area 701

of the first selected portion 602 is visually obscured. The outline of the first selected

portion 602 and the corresponding tag 604 are persistently displayed in the context of

the original video data, so that the positions and sizes of the first selected portion 602

and the second selected portion 704 are easily compared. In this way, there is less risk

of generating cropped videos that are of the same portion areas of the original video

data. It will be appreciated in FIG. 7, the time marker 504c is at a further position along

the timeline than in FIGS. 5 and 6 .

Turning to FIG. 8, the video server 401 (FIG. 4) outputs a derivative

video 801 based on the first selected portion 602 (e.g. "CROP A"). The derivative

video is a separate video such that, when displayed in a video display (such the video

display 501), the display includes play and pause control 803 and a zoom control 802.

The derivative video, or cropped video, covers a smaller area compared to the area

covered by the original video data. Thus, the cropped video image may be displayed

using a default zoom setting that is more zoomed in than the zoom setting of the

original video data in the video display 501. As an example, the cropped video is the

same length or duration as the original video data when presented at the same speed.

In an example, the cropped video is displayed and/or downloaded using

a fixed zoom setting for the specific length of the cropped video. In another example,

the zoom setting of the cropped video varies from a first segment of the cropped video

to a second segment of the cropped video. The variation in zoom setting can be

selected, for example, by the end user. The variation in zoom setting can be defined as

a frame-to-frame zoom setting in the cropped video. The variation in zoom setting can

be considered equivalent to a variation in the boundaries of an area of interest (AOI).

The zoom setting of the cropped video can vary at the same time as

panning occurs, or without panning.



The zoom setting can vary the sampling rate of the cropped video. In the

technology described in this application, zooming can include retrieving data from the

original video data at a higher sampling rate and a higher spatial resolution (more

resolving power) than the original video data sampled for presentation on the video

display.

Similar to FIG. 8, turning to FIG. 9, the second derivative or cropped

video 901 outputted by the video server is presented or shown on an end user device.

The video 901 is based on the second selected portion 704 (e.g. "CROP B"). Control

903 for playing and pausing the video and control 902 for controlling the zoom setting

are also provided in the presentation or display of the second derivative video.

FIG. 10 shows an example method of operation, performable by at least

one processor that executes stored computer-executable or processor-implemented

instructions to generate one or more cropped videos. The instructions, for example, are

executed by one or more processors of a video server 401 (FIG. 4), or a combination of

a video server 401 (FIG. 4) and a client device 403 (FIG. 4).

At block 1001, the video server provides a user interface for viewing a

first video, or original video, covering a first area. At block 1002, the video server

receives a selection input, or series of user inputs, to define a second area that is located

within the first area. For example, the selection input can be received while the first

video is playing, or while the first video is stopped, or is paused. At 1003, the video

server 401 generates a second video, dimensioned to show the second area without

showing the remainder of the first area.

In an example implementation of generating the second video at 1003,

the second video is zoomed in to a default zoom setting that is higher than the zoom

setting or resolution of the first video (at 1007).

Continuing from 1003, the video server generates or causes to be

displayed an outline in the presentation of the first video, the outline indicative of where

the second video is located (at 1004). For example, the video server may provide

information to the end user device to cause the end user device to present various visual

effects with, or superimposed on, the videos. For instance, the video server may



provide information to the end user device to cause the end user device to present an

outline encompassing a defined area, to obscure one or more defined areas, or to render

opaque, translucent one or more defined areas, marquee a defined area or render other

visual effects.

At 1005, the video server receives a selection input that defines a third

area, the third area located within the first area, and the third area being different from

the second area. For example, the third area is different from the second area based on

any one or more of characteristics, for instance one or more of size, location, and

timing. Other differentiating characteristics may also be applicable. The selection

input to define the third area may be received while the first video is playing, or while

the first video is paused, or is stopped.

At 1006, the video server generates a third video dimensioned to show

the third area without showing the remainder of the first area. In an example

implementation of generating the third video 1006, the third video is zoomed in at a

resolution setting that is higher than the zoom setting used to display the first video.

The higher zoom setting of the third video may, for example, be a default zoom setting

of the third video, but can be changed by a user to a different zoom setting.

The above operations were discussed from the perspective of the video

server. However, it is appreciated that, in another example embodiment, some of the

operations may be performed locally on a client device. In an example embodiment,

the user interface and video data are displayed using the web browser 417 on the client

device. In another example embodiment, the user interface and video data are

displayed using the video application 418 on the client device.

Allowing a selection input to be received for another area, within the

first video, while the first video is playing provides greater context for the user when

defining the other area and reduces the number of user input steps or actions required to

define the other area. Consider, for example, that while the first video is playing, a user

can watch the imagery of the first video change over time. An event may be interesting

to the user at a certain location and a certain time in the first video. Once the location,

or the other area, within the first video is found to be interesting by the user, the user



can provide a selection input that defines the other area within the first video while the

first video continues to play. In other words, while the first video is playing, in one

example, it is possible to invoke an instance of generating a cropped video using only a

single user input to define the other area within the first video. In other examples, more

than one user input is received before generating the cropped video of the other area.

In an example embodiment, an end user or a party makes an order for

certain video data. When the original video data is ready for download, the customer or

end user receives a notification of the same. Recognizing that the end user does not

necessarily want to download the original video data once it is ready for download, the

systems and methods described herein can be used by a client device to access and

preview the original video data via a video dissemination portal. In an example, the

original video data comprises a large volume of data unsuitable for downloading to the

client device as a video data file, for example. In this case, the client device can access

and preview the original video data via a video dissemination portal that streams the

original video data to a video display.

The video dissemination portal provides tools to crop the video and

produce derivative cropped video. The original video, image stack, and derivative

crops can be downloaded from the video dissemination portal. The cropped video

products are transcoded and delivered to the user for further previews of areas of

interest (AOIs). The AOIs can be manually selected or automatically selected based on

certain criteria. End users can download the source image stack and further analyze

within their own tool chains from imagery stored in their account within the portal. If a

customer has a cloud-data storage agreement with the video dissemination system

described herein, all products including derived products (e.g. cropped videos) may be

delivered to the customer's cloud-data storage account instead of directly to the user's

device.

FIG. 11 to FIG. 18 are a series of screenshots sequentially showing

different steps of an example operation via a user interface to disseminate video data

and to generate derivative video data (e.g. cropped video). The user interface or

interfaces shown are displayed on a client device using a web browser 417, according to



a preferred example embodiment. However, the user interface or interfaces may

alternatively be displayed using a video application 418 on the client device according

to another example embodiment.

In an example embodiment, the user interface or interfaces shown in

FIG. 11 to FIG. 18 are specific to a user account. In other words, when an end user logs

into their user account, video data and associated metadata specific to the user account

is provided. In another example embodiment, the user interface or interfaces are not

specific to a user account.

Turning to FIG. 11, a user interface 1101 shows a video dissemination

portal. The user interface 1101 shows video data products that have been ordered. A

user selectable control graphical element or icon 1102 comprising an indicator is used

to display a user profile photo with a callout of notifications pertaining to items related

to video data products delivered or updated as shown in the interface 1101. For

example, the number '3' represents the number of notifications the end user has that are

unread in their inbox primarily, but not necessarily, about new imagery or video

recently captured for that end user.

Tab control 1103 is provided to display the video data orders and tab

control 1104 is provided to display support information and associated controls for

supporting the use of the video dissemination portal. FIG. 11, FIG. 12, FIG. 16, FIG.

17 and FIG. 18 show different instances of the video dissemination portal when the

orders tab control 1103 has been selected, either by default or by an end user.

The video dissemination portal also includes a map 1105 and location

markers on the map identifying the locations of video data orders. For example, a video

data order may be video images captured of the location, Cairo, Egypt. Accordingly, a

user selectable location marker graphical element or icon 1109 is displayed on the map

1105 at Cairo, Egypt. Similarly, another video data order is of New York, United

States, and a location marker 1106 is shown on the map 1105 at New York, United

States. Other location markers on the map include those referenced as 1107 and 1108.

A location marker may also indicate the status of a corresponding video

data order. For example, a video data order of Cairo, Egypt is not currently available



for downloading. Accordingly, the user selectable location marker graphical element or

icon 1109 for Cairo visually indicates that the video data order is not currently

available. For example, the user selectable location marker graphical element or icon

1109 shows an outlined shape that is not filled-in. In another example, the user

selectable location marker graphical element or icon 1106 for New York, United States

visually indicates that the video data order of New York, United States is available for

download. For example, the user selectable location marker graphical element or icon

1106 shows a shape that is filled-in.

A user-fillable search box or field 1110 is also provided to receive a

search term inputted by an end user. For example, the search term is a parameter of a

video data order, such as location, name, date of creating, status, etc. After a search

term has been inputted into the search box or field 1110, a query is performed to

identify video data orders that match the search term.

The video data orders are also displayed. Example headings or attributes

of the video data orders that are displayed include a product name 1111, a date that the

video was created or captured 1112, a location of where the video imagery 1113, a

status of the video order 1114, and one or more actions that are available to be taken

with the video order 1115.

A video data order entry field 1116, for example, shows a product name

'UR0389', a date of creating in May 13, 2014, the location of Cairo, Egypt, and an 'in

queue' status. The 'in queue' status means that the video data order has been requested,

but the video data order has not yet been processed and is waiting to be processed. As

the video data for Cairo, Egypt is not ready or has not been processed, there are no

actions available to be taken with this video data order. It is appreciated that the portal

is configured to receive user input to customize or change the text for a product name.

A video data order entry field 1117 shows another product name, another

date of creation, and a location of latitude and longitude coordinates. For example, the

location is 55.7667°N and 5.800°W. In an example embodiment, the location column

provides two types of representation, namely a location name and a set of location

coordinates. The portal or user interface is configured so that, for example, based on



user input, the display of the location name is toggled instead to showing the location

coordinates, or vice versa. In another example embodiment, both types of data under

the location heading are displayed simultaneously. In another example embodiment,

the video server or the client application automatically switches back and forth between

displaying the location name and the location coordinates. In another example

embodiment, when a user clicks on the location cell in the table, the user input triggers

the two types of location data to be displayed. The status of the video data order is

represented as 'processing' in an order status field 1121, which means the video data

order is currently being processed so that it will be available for download. The

processing indicator in the order status field 1121 includes, for example, a visual

indicator of the processing progress. For example, the processing progress indicator

may be a bar that shows the percentage of the video data that has been processed and/or

percentage to be completed. The processing progress indicator may also be represented

as a pie chart, showing percent of completion to fully processing the video data, or may

be represented as a number indicating the percentage of completion. Other indicators of

progress may also be used. As the video data order 1117 is not ready or has not

finished being processed, there are no actions available to be taken with this video data

order.

In an example embodiment, the video processing involves retrieving a

set of raw sensor imagery from the archive storage system and processing it into a high

resolution video and or image stack. Raw sensor imagery is the imagery data captured

by a sensor and stored in an archive storage system in association with raw ancillary

data and other log (e.g. telemetry) data. The following formats are non-limiting

examples of products that can result from processing: 3FPS radiometric corrected full

resolution image stack; 25/30fps full resolution stack; 25/30fps 9072x6048 super

resolution stack; HD/4KUHD (uncropped); HD/4KUHD (cropped); image stack

dropped to URL; industry standard H.264.MP4/H.264.MOV in HD/4KUHD; video

dropped to URL; status message to processing system via proprietary protocol; and

image set and color reconstruction metadata.



In an example, another product format that can result from processing is

UrtheTile with color corrected / matched tile metadata. An UrtheTile is a map tile

encoded with data. More generally, the map tile is a file composed of compressed

image of a certain pixel size. A non- limiting example size is 1024 pixels x 1024 pixels.

The file also includes N number of layer masks and a text metadata file. Other data

included in the file, or data that is encoded in the map tile, includes, for example,

spectral content, metadata and auxiliary information. Non-limiting examples of spectral

content include near infrared (NIR) spectral content and red-green-blue (RGB) spectral

content. The NIR spectral content and the RGB spectral content can be used, for

example, to derive the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI), which is also

included in the map tile file. Non-limiting examples of metadata include the data

source, the acquisition date and time of the data (e.g. video, photos, other sensor data,

etc.), sensor characteristics, sun angles, and calibration parameters. Non-limiting

examples of auxiliary information include a cloud mask, a snow mask, land/water

mask, and missing data mask.

A central job queue system is used to hold information relating to the

running and tracking of video processing jobs status and history and is accessed by all

systems granted access to these web services. The central job queue system is typically

implemented using a task management application, database, and message queue. The

central job queue system is independent of any database or storage used to hold and

archive imagery data.

Video data orders entries fields 1118, 1119, and 1120 each show a

product name, a creation date, a location, a 'ready' status and available actions. The

ready status means that the video data order has finished processing and is available for

download. Accordingly, for a video data order that is ready, the available actions

include downloading the video data and launching or obtaining a URL to the video

data. User selectable graphical download elements or icons for triggering such actions

are referenced by numeral 1122.

The video data order entries that are ready (e.g. 1118, 1119, 1120) also

include a user selectable play button control graphical icon (e.g. represented as right



facing triangle buttons or icons) in the user interface, that, when selected, triggers the

video to be played in a preview mode. Furthermore, for video data that is ready to be

downloaded, an image or one or more images from the video data is also shown in the

user interface. When one or more images are displayed, they may be played one at a

time, or may all be shown at the same time. The image or images helps to show to the

end user the image contents of a given video. In an example embodiment, shown in

FIG. 11, the image or images are shown as a background behind the product name.

Other ways of showing the image or images may also be used.

It will be appreciated that video data order entry 1116 for Cairo, Egypt

corresponds with the user selectable location marker element or icon 1109 and the

video data order entry field 1120 for New York, United States corresponds with the

user selectable location marker element or icon 1106. In general, each video data order

entry is represented by a corresponding location marker on the map 1105.

User selectable navigation controls 1123 are also provided for viewing

other video data order entries. The navigation controls 1123 include a user selectable

icon to go to the first page, a user selectable icon to go to the previous page, a user

selectable icon to go to the next page, a user selectable icon to go to the last page, and

one or more user selectable icons to go to directly to a specific page.

Turning to FIG. 12, another instance of the video dissemination portal

1101 is shown. A selection tool, cursor, or pointer 1202 is used to select the video data

order 1118 showing video data imagery of downtown San Francisco, United States.

The product name box or field 1202 for the video data order 1118 is visually

highlighted or emphasized to show that it is being selected. Selecting the product name

box or field 1202 launches a video player for playing the ordered video data of

downtown San Francisco.

As a result of the input received at FIG. 12, the video player interface

1301 is caused to be displayed, as per FIG. 13.

The video player interface 1301 shows an example of a video of a

downtown city or area of interest. A user selectable 'back' control icon 1302 is

configured to display the video dissemination portal 1101 again, when the 'back'



control icon 1302 is selected. A user selectable control icon 1309 is used to start

playing the video, or to stop or pause the playing of the video, for example toggling

through the options. A timeline marker icon 1309 is also displayed along a video

timeline 1313. The timeline marker icon 1309 is used to indicate the current video

image being played in the context of the entire length of the video. A portion of the

timeline 13 11 is in one color or pattern to show which portion of the video is currently

processed for immediate previewing and playing. Another portion of the timeline 1312

is in another color or pattern to shown that another portion of the video is not currently

processed for immediate previewing and playing. In an example embodiment, the

processing used in this previewing scenario refers to buffered video data. The portion

131 1 refers to the buffered video data. The timeline marker icon 1309 may be manually

moved along the timeline 1313 to pan the video imagery.

A user selectable zoom control icon 1314 is also included to allow the

end user to change the zoom settings. In an example embodiment, one zoom setting is

to fit the entire screen, while another zoom setting is to fit the video imagery in a

window of the web browser 417 or in a window of the video application 418. The

zoom setting may also be based on numerical values, such as percentage values.

The inset image graphical element 1305 shows the entire area covered

by the video image. A further inset box graphical element 1306, which is inset within

the inset image graphical element 1305, shows the current area being displayed in video

display 1301 based on the current zoom setting. In other words, the video image

currently being displayed in the interface 1301 is at a zoomed-in setting and only shows

a portion of the available indicated by the inset image graphical element 1305

and the inset box graphical element 1306. When the video image in the interface 1301

is zoomed-out fully, the inset box graphical element 1306 would be the same size as the

perimeter of the inset image graphical element 1305. It will be appreciated that, for

example, the zoom setting currently shown for the video 1301 can be further zoomed in

to show a closer look at the cityscape.

In an example embodiment, the inset box graphical element 1306 is used

as a user selectable control to determine which location portion of the overall video area



1305 is to be displayed in the video display interface 1301. In other words, the location

of the inset box graphical element 1306 can be moved by a user within the outline of

the inset image graphical element 1305 to select a location of the video image to be

displayed in the interface 1301.

The name of the video 1307 and the location that the video represents

1308 are also displayed in the interface 1301. The location can be identified as an

address, a city, an intersection, a region, or by latitude and longitude, and indicates the

location at which the image was captured. The time of day and the date that the video

was taken or images captured may also be shown.

The user interface includes a user selectable new crop control icon 1303

selection of which launches a cropping tool to generate a cropped video. The user

interface includes a user selectable crop queue control icon 1303, selection of which

causes a display of a list of cropped videos generated or derived from the current video

data, for which the end user may choose.

Turning to FIG. 14, when the cropping tool is activated, within the first

area of the displayed video interface 1401, a second area 1402 may be defined using the

cropping tool. For example, the cropping tool is used by the end user to draw a box

defining the second area 1402. The cropping tool may, for example, operate using a

select-drag-and-release operation. In particular, a first position in the video interface

1401 is selected using a pointer of a cropping tool; the pointer is dragged to a second

position in the video interface 1401; the pointer is released; and a box outlining the

second area, having two diagonally opposing points defined by the first and the second

positions, is created or displayed.

In another example, the cropping tool is used to define a point in the

video, and a box or perimeter having another shape is displayed around the point

according to a default shape and size. The shape or size, or both, can then be manually

adjusted.

In another example, two points in the video 1401 are selected, which are

used to display a box of the second area 1402 having two diagonally opposing corners

defined by the two selected points.



It will be appreciated that other ways to define the second area 1402 can

be used.

A name tag field 1404 displays a name tag identifying the cropped

video. A display and control field 1405 is used to display information or parameters

about the proposed cropped video.

Ground Sampling Distance (GSD) commonly refers to the pixel size

(projected onto the ground) as originally sampled (or imaged). GSD varies with

altitude as well as the 'look angle' of the sensor, where nadir imagery exhibits the

smallest GSD and obliquely acquired imagery exhibits a larger GSD. GSD will vary

within the image depending upon the terrain and position within the field of view.

Spatial resolution is a more general term and, in the present context,

refers to any re-sampling of the original imagery. Spatial resolution may reflect the

GSD simply resampled to a finer (smaller) or coarser (larger) sample distance. Spatial

resolution is usually interpreted as constant within an image (and is often reported as a

single value for a given image) and thus is inferred to apply to the entire image. As a

result, spatial resolution has a more precise meaning with Orthorectified images where

GSD has been normalized throughout the image, rather than with Camera View

(perspective) images where both GSD and spatial resolution vary throughout the scene.

Non-limiting example types of information or parameters that can be

provided via the display and control field 1405 include the pixel resolution (e.g. 1920 x

1080 pixels), the aspect ratio (e.g. 16:9), and the spatial resolution (e.g. 1 meter). The

display and control field 1405 is also configured to adjust the parameters of the cropped

video. For example, a user may edit a displayed value to a new value, causing an

automated updating of the cropped video.

A track-point control icon 1403 is used to indicate whether a point in the

video is being tracked. The video display user interface directly correlates pixel values

with geospatial latitude and longitude coordinates. A point or object in the user

interface can then be tracked in a geospatial context which corresponds to the point or

object in motion. When the track-point control icon 1403 is selected or activated, either

by default or manually selected, the point is followed or tracked. In other words, the



size of the second area remains the same while the location of the second area moves

based on the location of the given tracking point.

The user interface may include a user selectable new parameters control

or icon 1406, selection of which causes a generating a cropped video according to the

selected parameters. The parameters include, for example, the size of the second area,

the location of the second area, whether or not to track a point, the video data file size,

the aspect ratio, and the spatial resolution.

In particular, after selecting the new parameters control or icon 1406, the

request to generate a cropped video according to the defined parameters is sent to the

video server. The request is added to a queue of orders to generate derivative video

data.

In an example embodiment, the requests to generate cropped videos are

processed by the video server in the order in which the requests are made.

As shown in FIG. 14, the second area 1402 may be presented in the

original clarity of the original video being displayed, while the remaining area of the

video imagery may be presented in as visually obscured. In particular, a dark

translucent mask or layer may be applied over the surrounding video imagery.

Continuing from FIG. 14, and turning to FIG. 15, another instance of a

video display interface 1501 is shown, which is similar to the interface 1401. The

second area 1402 is shown in FIG. 15 as an outline 1510. An information or dialog box

or field 151 1 shows parameters of the cropped video corresponding to the second area

1510. The parameters include the name of the cropped video (e.g. 'Market St.'), the

pixel resolution of the video data file (e.g. 1920 x 1080 pixels), the aspect ratio (e.g.

16:9), and the spatial resolution (e.g. 1 m). A status indicator field 1513 shows the

status of the cropped video of the second area. In this case the status is indicated as

'processing'. Other examples of statuses include queued, completed, and failed; other

statuses may also be used. As the status indicator field 1513 shows the cropped video is

'processing', a progress indicator 1512 is displayed that shows the current progress

state of processing the cropped video. The progress indicator 1512 may, for example,

take the form of a bar showing a percentage of completed processing and the percentage



of processing to be completed. Other ways to indicate the current progress may be used

in the alternative, or in combination with the progress bar.

A third area is outlined by a box 1506, for which a second cropped video

is currently being processed. The third area is a subset within the area of the selected

video of downtown San Francisco. An information or dialog box or field 1507

corresponding to the third area shows parameters regarding the second cropped video,

including the name (e.g. 'Trans pyramid'), the video format (e.g. 1080 HD), the aspect

ratio (e.g. 16:9), and the spatial resolution (e.g. 5 meters). The video format and the

aspect ratio define a video frame size. For example, a pixel resolution of 1080 HD and

an aspect ratio of 16:9 define a video frame size of 1,920 pixels by 1,080 pixels. A

progress indicator 1508 and a status indicator 1509 are also provided. It is noted that

the third area overlaps a portion of the second area.

A fourth area is outlined by a box 1514. The fourth area is a subset of

the first area shown in the video display interface 1501 . A third cropped video has been

processed based on the fourth area. A status indicator 1516 indicates that the third

cropped video is ready to be played or previewed. In other words, when the status

indicator icon 1516 (e.g. a play button) is selected, the video server is instructed to

provide the third cropped video to the client device to be played in preview mode on the

client device. The information or dialog box or field 1515 associated with the third

cropped video shows parameters of the third cropped video, such as a name (e.g. 'Ferry

building'), a pixel resolution (e.g. 1080 HD), an aspect ratio (e.g. 16:9), and a spatial

resolution (e.g. 1 meter).

It will be understood that multiple areas, which are a subset of the first

area of the original video, may be defined and used to generate corresponding multiple

cropped videos that are derivative video data of the original video.

An expanded processing queue list 1502 is shown and it includes an

entry for the first cropped video 1503 (e.g. named 'Market St.'), an entry for the second

cropped video (e.g. named 'Trans Pyramid'), and an entry for the third cropped video

(e.g. named 'Ferry building'). The entries in the list 1502 also display an associated



progress indicator that indicates whether a given cropped video is still being processed

and at what percentage is the processing complete.

Turning from FIG. 15 to FIG. 16, another instance of a video

dissemination portal 1601 is shown, based on the first, second and third cropped videos

shown in FIG. 15. The video dissemination portal shows that the status of the Cairo

video data order 1116 is no longer being queued, but is currently being processed 1602.

The processing status also includes a progress indicator.

The video data entry field 1603 for downtown San Francisco, which

corresponds with the entry referenced by numeral 1118, is shown in a drop-down mode.

In particular, shown in association with the original video data entry field 1603 are

derivative video data files or cropped videos that are cropped from the original video

data of downtown San Francisco. The related entries 1604, 1605 and 1606 are for the

first cropped video, the second cropped video and the third cropped video, respectively.

In an example embodiment, the drop-down entry field for the second

cropped video 1605 displays a 'ready' status 1607, meaning the second cropped video

has finished being processed and is available to be downloaded. Accordingly, the

available user selectable action control or action controls or icons 1608 that are

presented include options for downloading the second cropped video to the client

device and providing a URL or data link to the second cropped video.

In another example embodiment, the drop-down entry for the third

cropped video 1606 shows a 'processing' status in status field 1609, including progress

indicator. Accordingly, there are no action controls that are available in the

corresponding action control field, as visually indicated using the ellipses 1610.

Continuing from FIG. 16 to FIG. 17, after the third cropped video has

finished processing, it is ready to be downloaded, as per the 'ready' status 1701 in FIG.

17. Accordingly, the available user selectable action control or action controls or icons

1702 that are presented include options for downloading the third cropped video onto

the client device and providing a URL or data link to the third cropped video.

A downloading user interface is displayed in response to selection input

to download the third cropped video, selected for example using the pointer 1703.



Turning to FIG. 18, an example of the downloading interface 1802 is

displayed overlaid on a video dissemination portal interface 1801. In an example

embodiment, video dissemination portal, which is a background to the downloading

interface, is visually obscured so as to visually emphasize the downloading interface

1802.

The interface 1802 includes a listing of video formatting options, which

can be used to format the video prior to downloading the video. For example, the

options include selecting a certain video format (e.g. 1080 x 720 pixel video format), or

selecting an image stack. An image stack is a set of images that are comprised of a

sequence of frames captured from the sensor in a particular time order.

Furthermore, each option may be associated with an estimated file size.

For example, one user selectable option 1803 is to download the third

cropped video according to a 720 pixel resolution, having an estimated file size of 0.36

GB. Another user selectable option 1804 is to download the third cropped video

according the image stack, which will have an estimated file size of 1.7 GB. Selection

may be by way of selecting a corresponding radio button.

The option 1804 is selected, either by default or manually, for example.

The downloading interface may include a user selectable cancel control or icon 1806,

selection of which cancels the download of the currently selected cropped video (e.g.,

third cropped video). The downloading interface may include a user selectable

download control or icon 1805, selection of which triggers a downloading of the

currently selected cropped video (e.g., third cropped video) according to the selected

option.

FIG. 19 shows an example method of operation, performable by at least

one processor that executes stored computer-executable instructions, or processor-

implemented instructions to provide cropping of one or more videos. These

instructions, for example, are executed by one or more processors of a video server 401

(FIG. 4), or a combination of a video data server and a client device 403 (FIG. 4). The

method, however, is described from the perspective of the video server for consistency

in the example.



At 1901, the video server causes the display of a listing of videos. At

1902, the video data server receives a selection input for one of the videos. The

operations of 1901 and 1902 are performed within the context of the video

dissemination portal.

At 1903, the video server causes a display of the selected video, which

has a first area. The display of the selected video includes, for example: a control create

a cropped video, a control to play/pause/stop the selected video, a control to view a

queue of cropped videos, and a control to control the zoom of the selected video.

At 1904, the video server receives an input to define a second area

within the first area. At 1905, the video data server causes the second area to be

visually highlighted, or in the alternative, or in combination, visually obscures a

remainder of the first area.

At block, the video server causes display of user selectable controls (e.g.

user selectable icons or other elements of a graphical user interface) related to the

second area, including, for example: a video resolution control, a track point control, a

file size control, an aspect ratio control, and an add-to-queue control. Other controls

may be provided.

At block, the video server receives an input to generate a cropped video

of the second area. After, the video server generates a cropped video of the second area

at 1908, according to the parameters defined at 1905.

At 1909, the video server displays or causes to be display an indicator

about the progress of generating the cropped video of the second area.

At 1910, the video server receives an input to define a third area within

the first area. At 191 1, the video server causes a visually highlighting or other visual

emphasizing of the third area, and/or visually obscures a remainder of the first area, or

both, all while continuing to cause display of an outline of the second area.

At 1912, video server causes display of controls related to the third area,

similar to 1906. At 1913, the video server receives an input to generate a cropped video

of the third area. At 1914, the video server generates or causes generation of the

cropped video of the third area.



At 1915, the video server causes a display of a progress indicator

showing the progress of generating the cropped video of the third area is displayed.

At 1916, the video server receives an input to play the cropped video of

the second area, or to play the cropped video of the third area. The cropped video may

be previewed in the context of the first area, or is previewed in isolation.

It will be appreciated that operations related to acts 1903 to 1916 occur

within the context of a video display user interface, which may be presented by an end

user device and provided or controlled by a video server.

FIG. 20 shows an exemplary method of operation, performable by at

least one processor that executes stored computer-executable instructions, or processor-

implemented instructions to provide cropping of one or more videos. The method of

FIG. 20 may be performed for example, as continuation of the method of FIG. 19.

Similar to the method of FIG. 19, the method of FIG. 20 may be performed by a video

server, or a combination of a video server and a client device. The method, however, is

described from the perspective from the video data server for consistency in the

example.

In an example embodiment, the operations 2001 to 2006 occur within the

context of the video dissemination portal GUI.

At 2001, the video server inserts or adds an entry for each cropped video

in visual relation to the entry of the selected video. This is shown, for example, in FIG.

16 by entries 1604, 1605 and 1606, in relation to the entry of the selected original video

1603.

At 2002, for each entry of a cropped video, the video server causes data

about the cropped video to be displayed. Examples of the displayed data may include

one or more of a progress indicator, creation date or time, or both, the location, and

associated available actions.

At 2003, the video server receives an input to download a cropped video.

At 2004, the video server causes options to configure the format and resolution to be

displayed, and these options will be applied to the cropped video to be downloaded. At

2005, the video server receives an input to download the cropped video that has been



configured according to a certain format and a certain resolution, as per the selected

options.

At 2006, the video server sends the cropped video to the client device.

The cropped video has been configured according the selected option. From the client

device's perspective, the client device is downloading the cropped video from the video

data server or receiving such as streaming content.

Turning to FIG. 21, example components are provided according to

another example embodiment. The components include an order management system

(OMS) module 2101, a product delivery system (PDS) module 2102, a video

dissemination service (VDS) module 2103, and an enterprise server bus (ESB) 2104.

The ESB 2104 may also be referred to as a queue.

Each of these components may be modules or sets of instructions within

a single server. In another example embodiment, each of these components is

implemented separately as one or more servers. For example, the OMS 2101 is

implemented by one or more servers, the PDS 2102 is implemented by one or more

servers, the VDS 2103 is implemented by one or more servers, and the ESB 2104 is

implemented by one or more servers. It will be appreciated that each server includes a

processor, memory, and a communication device.

In an example embodiment, components 2101, 2102, 2103 and 2104 are

an implementation of the video server 401 (FIG. 4), and can be used in place of the

video server 401. Alternatively, the components 2101, 2102, 2103 and 2104 are used in

combination with the video server 401. The components 2101, 2102, 2103 and 2104

are in communication with each other using the data network 405, or using a separate

internal data network.

The Product Delivery System (PDS) 2102 includes an online database

that is used to control the request and delivery of data products for retrieval by

customers or distributors, or both. The Order Management System (OMS) 2101

accepts and stores orders for imagery products, and services and manages the

fulfillment of those orders. The PDS 2101 is configured to task processing systems for

processing the video and image stack data, and all requests and deliveries are tracked in



the OMS. Orders are tracked and feedback is provided to users, via their client device

or devices. The Video Dissemination Service (VDS) 2103 is configured to manage the

preview, dissemination and visual delivery of video data, including receiving input to

define parameters of a cropped video and tasking the generation of the cropped video.

The Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) 2104 routes notifications about images and video

data to and from various module and devices, including the client device.

Continuing with FIG. 21, the OMS sends a message (operation 2105) to

the PDS indicating that an order for certain video data is ready. It can be appreciated

that the order was provided by the end user in an earlier process, not shown. The PDS

then notifies a Processing System (PS), not shown, to process an image stack according

to a certain function (block 2106). After the stack is processed, the PDS sends the stack

(operation 2107) to the VDS. After sending the image stack, the PDS sends a message

to the ESB indicating the stack was delivered to the VDS (operation 2109) so that the

OMS can track the delivery of the product to end user.

After the VDS has received the stack, the VDS transcodes the stack at

2108 using a transcoding software package and related codecs and compression

algorithms. The job queue system retains the status of the transcoding process and

notifies the integrated systems and end user of the status of the various stages of the

transcoding process (queued, processing, completed, failed, etc.).

The transcoded stack usually results in a video product that can play on

industry standard video playing software, web browsers, and mobile browsers. After

the VDS transcodes the stack, the VDS sends a message to the ESB that the stack is

ready to be used for preview and cropping at 2 110. The OMS retrieves this message so

that it can be used to track every order including derivative cropped video or image

stacks with the original order.

After the stack is transcoded, the VDS can perform a zoom crop request

operation at 2 111. This operation includes receiving parameters to generate a zoomed-

in and cropped video derived from the transcoded image stack. Some of the parameters

include zoom crop pixel boundaries that directly relate to latitude and longitude

coordinates used for geo-referencing.



Based on the zoom crop request operation 2 111, the VDS sends a

request for a stack to the PDS at 2 112). In response to a request for the zoomed and the

cropped video, and based on information in the request for the zoomed and the cropped

video, the PDS processes the stack at 2 113.

After the stack for the zoomed and the cropped video is finished

processing, the PDS sends the stack to the VDS at 2 114. The PDS also sends a

message to the ESB that indicates the stack has been sent at 2 116.

After the VDS receives the stack for the zoomed and the cropped video,

the VDS transcodes the stack at 2 115. After transcoding the stack, the VDS sends a

message to the ESB that indicates the stack for the zoomed and the cropped video is

ready at 2 117.

In an example embodiment, downloads are handled over a secure

protocol (e.g., HTTPS, SFTP). The VDS needs to create the files to download and

move them to the agreed site (within the hosted application environment). Then the

VDS initiates the file transfer request to the PDS, and the PDS proxies the request to

validate ownership, access rights, and security, tracks the request, then serves the

product for download.

In another example embodiment, the VDS may be architected to enable

carving out and pushing of video data to a dedicated server. This is to address cases

where some customers may not want to use a public online web service to perform

video discovery.

In an example embodiment, a user is able to initiate downloads from

within the video dissemination portal in accordance with the customer profile access

rights assigned to that user.

In an example embodiment, video formats to create for downloads to the

customer include: HD (2.5k), having the compression format H.264 and an aspect ratio

of 16:9; and UltraHD (4k), having the compression format H.264 and an aspect ratio of

16:9.

In an example discovery experience, original video data can be played to

the position that is desired. When the video is paused, the user can select a crop box



that is dragged around. The crop box can be selected in one of several sizes, including,

but not limited to, HD (2.5k) and UltraHD (4K). The user interface receives a selection

to crop and preview the video. During the preview build, there is progress indication,

for example a spinner indicator, that shows progress and then visually indicates when

the cropped video is ready to preview. There may also be an indicator of the remaining

processing time before the preview of the cropped video is ready.

During the current video preview, the end user can resume discovery

with the crop box or resume playing the video, and then pause again to use crop box

tool. It is possible to use the crop box tool while the video is playing.

When encoding the image stack, the encoding process operates on either

the Ortho Stack (e.g. orthorectified, or geometrically corrected for terrain and camera

distortions resulting in a uniform scale as commonly utilized in mapping) or the

CameraView Stack (e.g. standard camera projection, non-ortho corrected), for example

at full resolution.

The encoding of the stack results in creating an intermediate compressed

image stack (e.g., HD stack), using currently known and future known compression

algorithms and codecs (e.g. H.264, H.265 etc.). This intermediate compressed image

stack is used for the transcoding for web and mobile preview to reduce bandwidth,

storage, and time required for transcoding and data transfer.

The compressed stack is to be provided, for example, as JPEG files. In

another example, the large format stack, which is the original video data, will be used

for all transcoding by the VDS. Codecs H.264 and H.265 are used for video encoding.

JPEG, PNG, TIFF, are examples of image stack encoding i.e., the encoding of

individual frame images.

In an example embodiment, a message is sent from the PDS to the VDS

notifying the system that there is a new stack for transcoding, and specifying where the

stack is located on the file system.

In an example embodiment of cropping and transcoding, the process

includes generating either HD (2.5k) video or UHD (4K) video using the H.264 format.

Other formats and resolutions may be used. An example ratio of the cropped video is



16:9, although other aspect ratios can be used. In an example embodiment, the frame

rate and compression settings may be adjusted to suit the different parameters,

including desired quality, desired file size and desired performance. Examples of

performance measurements or characteristics include playback speed, frame skipping

and buffering, image quality, etc.

For example, a higher quality and resolution is preferred for

downloading to a customer. A lower quality and resolution is preferred for previewing

online so that this is fast for the online experience (e.g., 15 fps, higher compression).

A pan path (also referred to as a crop path) defines the trajectory of the

center of the derivative video (e.g. cropped video) in the original video. The pan path

can be selected by a user and/or determined by the system according to a set of

requirements.

In an example embodiment, a pixel coordinate taken from the on-line

video display preview is used as input to identify an area to crop out. In an example

embodiment, the pan path is a consistent target area or point in a time-ordered sequence

through the stack of images, such as a moving object.

In another example embodiment, the pan path is specified as a sequence

of offsets between corresponding pairs of video frames in the first sequence of video

frames and the second sequence of video frames. The sequence of offset can be

determined from geographic or pixel coordinates defining an area of interest. For

example, geographic coordinates can be expressed at pairs of latitude and longitude

values defining locations on the Earth's surface.

In another example embodiment, the system and/or the user defines the

pan path using Ground Moving Target Indication (GMTl), the GMTl derived from the

original video and/or ancillary data sources. For example, GMTl can include heading

and velocity information related to a detected target in the video.

In yet another example embodiment, the system and/or the user defines

the pan path by specifying a first geographic point or area of interest in a first frame of

the original video, and a second geographic point or area of interest in a second,



subsequent, frame of the original video, and computing a path between the first and

second frames.

The system and/or the end user can define a linear pan path or a non

linear pan path. The system and/or the end user may, for example, fit a spline to three

or more points determined by the system or specified by the end user.

The orientation of the crop window relative to the original video can

vary along the pan path from one frame to another.

It will be appreciated that any module, component, or system

exemplified herein that executes instructions or operations may include or otherwise

have access to computer readable media such as storage media, computer storage

media, or data storage devices (removable and/or non-removable) such as, for example,

magnetic disks, optical disks, or tape. Computer storage media may include volatile

and non-volatile memory, removable and non-removable media implemented in any

method or technology for storage of information, such as computer readable

instructions, data structures, program modules, or other data, except transitory

propagating signals per se. Examples of computer storage media include RAM, ROM,

EEPROM, flash memory or other memory technology, CD-ROM, digital versatile disks

(DVD) or other optical storage, magnetic cassettes, magnetic tape, magnetic disk

storage or other magnetic storage devices, or any other medium which can be used to

store the desired information and which can be accessed by an application, module, or

both. Any such computer storage media may be part of the systems, modules or

components of the system shown in FIG. 4 or the system shown in FIG. 21, or both, or

accessible or connectable thereto. Any application, system or module herein described

may be implemented using computer readable/executable or instructions or operations

that may be stored or otherwise held by such computer readable media.

Further example applications and embodiments of the proposed systems

and methods are described below.

In an example embodiment, the systems and the methods described

herein, including the video dissemination portal, support a data video customer with the

ability to login to a secure web application to view their orders, and preview imagery



and video from their orders. The preview functionality allows the customer to create

derivative imagery or video products from their original order while using a preview

and cropping tool.

In another example embodiment, the systems and methods described

herein provide a user interface for listing and viewing paginated orders with filtering

and searching capabilities. Links are also provided to download a product or image

stack. The processing queue status is also displayed to the end user or operator, for

example, via a client device. The user interface also provides the ability to update,

rename, and tag product names for ease of management.

In another example embodiment, a user interface for the video player is

provided for interacting with visualizations of Earth Observation imagery and video

over time. Visualizations include enabling and disabling image processing algorithms,

imagery overlays captured at different points and time, and layers composed of

contextually relevant third party data. Visualizations would be available in both

orthorectified and camera view (perspective) formats on the web or mobile device.

In another example embodiment, a crop tool or cropping tool is provided

that allows a user to create new, derivative videos from within a crop box and shows a

processing indicator (e.g. a spinner) for videos being currently processed. The crop box

has a resolution selector, located in visual relation to the crop box, to define the

cropped video's resolution.

In another example embodiment, user Login and Signup data is used for

geolocating users. In particular, the systems and methods described herein include

obtaining the location of an end user (e.g. via IP address, GPS, or via user input). The

system uses the location of the end user to display, on a user interface, georeferenced

Earth Observation imagery centered on the location associated with the user's login

location information. The imagery or video reacts (e.g. via color saturation, blur,

perspective, and motion) when a focus of an end user is placed on form elements within

the user interface. For example, the center location of the map 1105 may be located at

the same geographic location as an end user that is using the system.



In another example embodiment, the systems and methods are used for

automated and crowd sourced cloud mapping and change detection. In particular, a

method, system, and related computer algorithms for automated or crowd sourced data

points related to cloud coverage and change detection of geospatial data by cross

correlating social, weather, and other crowd sourced data, include using data

visualization to display this information to a user. Analytics from cropping and user

behaviour can be used to provide actionable insights and recommendations to video

data server, and to end users.

In another example embodiment, an Earth Observation platform is

provided, which can obtain imagery, video, and other remote sensing data of the Earth

or other objects in space. The remote sensing data may also be obtained from the

International Space Station, other manned (spacecraft, aircraft), or unmanned aerial

vehicles (UAVs, spacecraft probes). A sensor captures observation data and transmits

the data to ground stations on the Earth. The ground stations receive the Earth

Observation data. An archiving system stores the sensor observation data. Customers

or users use the OMS to place orders for the observation data, which specify processing

parameters for the Earth Observation data. Based on the orders, a processing system

retrieves the Earth Observation data from the archiving system and processes the Earth

Observation data according to the parameters to generate an Earth Observation data

product. This system provides unique tools for searching, browsing, and analyzing the

data as well as capabilities for interacting with the system through an API. The system

is configured to combine observation data (e.g., remote sensing data) from sources

produced internally by the observation platform and by third parties. The ordered video

data can be previewed, managed and downloaded onto a client device using a video

dissemination portal. One or more cropped videos can be derived from the ordered

video data.

The elements in the GUIs described or shown herein are just examples.

There may be many variations to these GUI elements without departing from the spirit

of the invention. For instance, buttons, images, graphs, user selectable icons, dialog

boxes, user tillable fields and other GUI controls may be displayed and operated in a



differing order; or buttons, images, graphs, and other GUI controls may be added,

deleted, or modified.

The acts or operations in the flow charts described herein are just

examples. There may be many variations to these acts or operations without departing

from the spirit of the invention. For instance, the acts may be performed in a differing

order, and / or acts may be added, deleted, or modified.

The teachings of US Provisional Application No. 62/01 1,935 having a

filing date of June 13, 2014 entitled "Systems and Methods For Processing and

Providing Video" is hereby incorporated in its entirety by reference.

Although the above has been described with reference to certain specific

embodiments, various modifications thereof will be apparent to those skilled in the art

as outlined in the appended claims.



CLAIMS

1. A method for disseminating video data to a user, the video data

derived from a set of raw sensor data, the method comprising:

processing the set of raw sensor data into a first set of video data, the

first set of video data comprising a first sequence of video frames, each video frame in

the first sequence of video frames having a first video frame size;

providing at least a portion of the first set of video data for presentation

on a video display interface;

receiving one or more user input values; and

generating a second set of video data comprising a second sequence of

video frames, a number of video frames in the second sequence of video frames

corresponding to respective ones of a number of video frames in the first sequence of

video frames and having a second video frame size, the second video frame size less

than the first video frame size, and the center of each video frame in the second

sequence of video frames positioned at an offset from the center of the corresponding

video frame in the first sequence of video frames, the offset determined from the one or

more user input values, the offset for a first frame in the second sequence of video

frames different from the offset for a second frame in the second sequence of video

frames.

2 . The method of claim 1, further comprising:

providing the second set of video data to an end user device.

3 . The method of claim 2 wherein receiving the one or more user

input values includes receiving the one or more user input values via the video display

interface.



4 . The method of claim 2 wherein providing the second set of video

data to an end user device includes providing the second set of video data for display by

the end user device.

5 . The method of claim 2 wherein providing the second set of video

data to an end user device includes providing the second set of video data in a

downloadable format.

6 . The method of any of claims 1 to 5 wherein receiving the one or

more user input values includes receiving at least one user input value that specifies a

pan path, the pan path comprising a sequence of offsets between corresponding pairs of

video frames in the first sequence of video frames and the second sequence of video

frames.

7 . The method of claim 6 wherein one or more video frames in the

second sequence of video frames is oriented at an angle of rotation relative to the

corresponding one or more video frames in the first sequence of video frames.

8. The method of claim 7 wherein the angle of rotation of a first

video frame in the second sequence of video frames is different from the angle of

rotation of a second video frame in the second sequence of video frames.

9 . The method of claim 6 wherein receiving at least one user input

value that specifies a pan path includes receiving a number of coordinates that define a

geographic region of interest.

10. The method of claim 9 wherein receiving a number of

coordinates that define a geographic region of interest includes receiving a latitude

value and a longitude value for one or more locations defining the geographic region of

interest.



11. The method of claim 9 wherein receiving at least one user input

value that specifies a pan path includes receiving a set of ground moving target

indication (GMTI) information for one or more moving targets of interest.

12. The method of claim 11 wherein receiving GMTI information for

the one or more moving targets of interest includes receiving at least one piece of

heading information and at least one piece of velocity information.

13. The method of claim 9 wherein receiving at least one user input

value that specifies a pan path includes receiving a set of coordinates of a first

geographic location of interest in an initial frame in the first sequence of video frames

and receiving a set of coordinates of a second geographic location of interest in a

subsequent frame in the first sequence of video frames.

14. The method of claim 13 wherein receiving at least one user input

value that specifies a pan path further includes determining a path between the first and

the second geographic locations of interest.

15. The method of claim 14 wherein determining a path between the

first and the second geographic locations of interest includes determining a linear path

between the first and the second geographic locations of interest.

16. The method of claim 9 wherein receiving at least one user input

value that specifies a pan path includes receiving a set of coordinates of a first crop

window in an initial frame in the first sequence of video frames and receiving a set of

coordinates of a second crop window in a subsequent frame in the first sequence of

video frames.



17. The method of claim 16 wherein receiving at least one user input

value that specifies a pan path further includes determining a path between the first and

second crop windows.

18. The method of any of claims 1 to 5 wherein a first video frame of

the second sequence of video frames has a first ground sample distance and a second

video frame of the second sequence of video frames has a second ground sample

distance, and wherein the first ground sample distance is not equal to the second ground

sample distance.

19. The method of any of claims 1 to 5 further comprising:

generating a third set of video data comprising a third sequence of video

frames, each video frame in the third sequence of video frames corresponding to a

video frame in the first sequence of video frames and having a third video frame size,

the third video frame size less than the first video frame size, and the center of each

video frame in the third sequence of video frames positioned at an offset from the

center of the corresponding video frame in the first sequence of video frames, the offset

determined from the one or more input values; and

providing the third set of video data to the end user device,

wherein the offset for a first frame in the third sequence of video frames

is different from the offset for a second frame in the third sequence of video frames.

20. The method of any of claims 1 to 5 wherein one or more video

frames in the second sequence of video frames is oriented at an angle of rotation

relative to the corresponding one or more video frames in the first sequence of video

frames.

21. The method of claim 20 wherein the angle of rotation of a first

video frame in the second sequence of video frames is different from the angle of

rotation of a second video frame in the second sequence of video frames.



22. A system for disseminating video data, the system comprising:

a video server comprising: at least one nontransitory computer-readable

medium that stores a video database, at least one processor-readable medium that stores

at least one of processor-executable instructions or data; at least one processor

communicatively coupled to the at least one nontransitory computer-readable medium

and to the at least one nontransitory processor-readable medium, execution of the at

least one of the processor-executable instructions or data by the at least one processor

causes the at least one processor to:

process a set of raw sensor data into a first set of video data, the first set

of video stream comprising a first sequence of video frames, each video frame in the

first sequence of video frames having a first video frame size;

provide at least a portion of the first set of video data for presentation on

a video display interface;

receive one or more user input values; and

generate a second set of video data comprising a second sequence of

video frames, a number of video frames in the second sequence of video frames

corresponding to respective ones of a number of video frames in the first sequence of

video frames and having a second video frame size, the second video frame size less

than the first video frame size, and the center of each video frame in the second

sequence of video frames positioned at an offset from the center of the corresponding

video frame in the first sequence of video frames, the offset determined from the one or

more user input values, the offset for a first frame in the second sequence of video

frames different from the offset for a second frame in the second sequence of video

frames.

23. The system of claim 22 wherein the at least one processor

further:

causes the second set of video data to be provided to an end user device.



24. The system of claim 23 wherein the at least one processor

receives the one or more user input values via the video display interface.

25. The system of claim 23 wherein the at least one processor

provides the second set of video data for display by the end user device.

26. The system of claim 25 wherein the at least one processor

provides the second set of video data in a downloadable format.

27. The system of claim 25 wherein the at least one processor

provides the first set of video data in a streaming format.

28. The system of any of claims 22 to 27 wherein the at least one

processor receives at least one user input value that specifies a pan path as the one or

more user input values, the pan path comprising a sequence of offsets between

corresponding pairs of video frames in the first sequence of video frames and the

second sequence of video frames.

29. The system of claim 28 wherein the at least one processor

receives a number of coordinates that define a geographic region of interest as the at

least one user input value that specifies a pan path.

30. The system of claim 29 wherein the at least one processor

receives a latitude value and a longitude value for one or more locations defining the

geographic region of interest as the number of coordinates that define a geographic

region of interest.

31. The system of claim 29 wherein the at least one processor

receives a set of ground moving target indication (GMTI) information for one or more

moving targets of interest as the at least one user input value that specifies a pan path.



32. The system of claim 3 1 wherein the at least one processor

receives at least one piece of heading information and at least one piece of velocity

information as the GMTI information for the one or more moving targets of interest.

33. The system of claim 29 wherein the at least one processor

receives a set of coordinates of a first geographic location of interest in an initial frame

in the first sequence of video frames and receiving a set of coordinates of a second

geographic location of interest in a subsequent frame in the first sequence of video

frames as the at least one user input value that specifies a pan path.

34. The system of claim 33 wherein the at least one processor

determines a path between the first and the second geographic locations of interest.

35. The system of claim 33 wherein the at least one processor

determines a linear path between the first and the second geographic locations of

interest.

36. The system of claim 22 wherein the at least one processor

receives a set of coordinates of a first crop window in an initial frame in the first

sequence of video frames and receiving a set of coordinates of a second crop window in

a subsequent frame in the first sequence of video frames.

37. The system of claim 36 wherein the at least one processor

determines a path between the first and second crop windows.

38. The system of any of claims 22 to 27 wherein a first video frame

of the second sequence of video frames has a first ground sample distance and a second

video frame of the second sequence of video frames has a second ground sample

distance, and wherein the first ground sample distance is not equal to the second ground

sample distance.



39. The system of any of claims 22 to 27 wherein the at least one

processor further:

generates a third set of video data comprising a third sequence of video

frames, each video frame in the third sequence of video frames corresponding to a

video frame in the first sequence of video frames and having a third video frame size,

the third video frame size less than the first video frame size, and the center of each

video frame in the third sequence of video frames positioned at an offset from the

center of the corresponding video frame in the first sequence of video frames, the offset

determined from the one or more input values, the offset for a first frame in the third

sequence of video frames is different from the offset for a second frame in the third

sequence of video frames; and

provides the third set of video data to the end user device.
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